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Four speedsters displayed under the cypress trees on Lake Harris at the 2021 Gathering of the Faithful held at Mission Inn
in Howey-in-the-Hills, Florida on Feb. 27.
photo by Jack Stenner
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Welcome New Members

Cover photo from the Werks
Reunion by Robin Hoffman

Correction of last issue
Randall Baukney - Naples, FL 1965 C Coupe - Incorrectly listed as Richard
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President’s Message
by Paul Raben

Our Club, Dealing with Traffic and Waiting on Parts
In South Florida the temperature is already rising and the traffic
continues to get worse every day. I bring this up because if
we want to participate in Dennis Brunotte’s “Drive Those Cars
Contest” the challenge to do so grows greater with each passing
day. Yet I encourage everyone, including our new members, to
report your miles to Dennis. If you haven’t signed up with Dennis
to be a part of the contest yet, please email him to let him know
you want to participate. His email is dkbrunotte@gmail.com.
I think traffic is the biggest hindrance to driving in most of
Florida unless you live in the last remaining sparsely populated
parts of the state. South Florida where I live is certainly not one
of those places, so driving is done early in the day or to a specific
destination and then back home. Also, with it getting hot, sitting
in traffic in the 356 is not a whole lot of fun. As long as the car is
moving the wing window “A/C” works well and is adjustable. Still
we try to drive our 356 whenever and wherever we can.

may seem early to start planning but the term, “the sooner the
better” really comes into play here. A very courageous member
has agreed to take the helm but they will remain nameless to
protect their identity for now. You will be hearing more about
this in the upcoming months, so please get back to me with your
ideas, suggestions and your willingness to help. As a side note we
have re-ordered the club’s grill badge and will be available on our
website soon.

Speaking of driving and parts, I am sure many of you have
experienced the wait time if you have ordered parts. Some
of course, are available locally but the majority will need to be
ordered online. We are in the planning stages of another long
driving trip so the issue of parts and waiting for those parts to be
attached to the car is a concern. Our 356 needs a floor pan repair
and were at last check 7th or 8th in line waiting for the work to
be started. I ordered a dual stage master cylinder but the parts
from Germany are not in stock, so until those arrive the supplier
won’t be able to assemble it and ship it out. Next I got tired of
working on the car on jack stands so I ordered a set of quick jacks
from (name deleted). During the 3 months I waited was told
many times that it would only be a “couple more weeks” only
to be finally told me that the model I ordered was discontinued
and the replacement was available for $350.00 more. I will not be
ordering from that company anytime soon (the name has three
initials). I don’t have enough ceiling height for a lift so this was
the best alternative. I ordered it from Amazon and it arrived 5
days later. I am waiting for the master cylinder to actually lift the
356 with the new quick jacks. I was told it will only be a “couple of
weeks”; fingers crossed.

I look forward to hearing from many of you, hopefully. Thank you.

Editor’s Note
by Robin Hoffman

Hello again! It is hard to believe that a year
ago I took over as the Editor for FOGlight.
It has been great getting to know more
FOG members and I’ve enjoyed your stories
and photos. I appreciate everyone who has
contributed to fill the pages of each issue. FOGlight is your
newsletter – please keep sending me articles and photos to
share. My email is RobinCHoffman@hotmail.com.
This year, by request from multiple members, I am adding an
ongoing column that will be directed to the prettier members
of our group and hopefully it will be one that all of us ladies will
look forward to. It is called “The Women of the FOG” and will be
written by a different female Foggie each issue. For the inaugural
column our first lady, Peggy Raben stepped up to offer tips and
humor from a woman’s point of view. I’m sure you will enjoy
hearing about Paul and her adventures across the country and
through the National Parks. I am confident (and pleading) that
all my lady friends will say “Yes” when I tap them on the shoulder
and ask them to become part of “The Women of the FOG”. There
are stories to be told.

Our Gathering of the Faithful went very well, the weather
cooperated and the attendees enjoyed themselves. Which brings
us to next year’s GOF. While Mission Inn is a very good location,
we have been there numerous times and we should start looking
elsewhere. This is a matter of logistics when it comes to choosing
a place to “gather”. Hotel rates are a problem, secure parking is
required, being able to drive somewhere is a problem and the
biggest of all is putting the event together at a location that
you want to drive to. Of course South Florida is out because it
is expensive and we would just sit in traffic. Locations cannot
be too far North not too far South so please don’t mention
Tallahassee and I won’t suggest Key West. We are forming a
committee to coordinate this next GOF so it doesn’t fall upon one
person’s shoulders. So, to get the “ball rolling” if you have an idea
for a location that solves the aforementioned issues let me know
so we can take a look. More importantly is we are going to need
motivated volunteers to help with planning and organization. It

In the meantime, keep driving those cars and keep the faith!

Save the Date

May 30, 2022 Open House/Breakfast at 356 Unlimited
2495 Jen Drive, Melbourne, FL 9 am to noon
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FOG Porsche 356 Million Miles Club
2022 Drive Those Cars Contest

by Dennis Brunotte

Our first Spring request for driving results by our Contest
participants yielded over 2,000 miles driven since Christmas
2021, but the number of owners reporting in was typically
meager for this early point in the year. If you are a FOG member
and drive your 356 even infrequently, we look forward to you
joining with us with your miles driven as we poll the group each
two months just before The FOGlight comes our way.

Drive those cars, take
the grandkids...

The June issue of FOGlight will have a grander representation
of our sporting fun at the wheels of our tubs and coupes. It’s an
easy process to enroll – just send your current miles driven since
Christmas to dkbrunotte@gmail.com and a complete listing of
all the participants will be presented then.
Help us to continue towards our Second Million Miles and join
the club when we solicit your miles in May.
Jim Bruton accepts his Most Miles Driven in 2021 award

...and the pups, too
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Women of the FOG

Thoughts From the Passenger Seat

Article and photos by Peggy Raben

Those who know my hubby and I have already heard about our
trips. Paul writes articles for FOGlight about our adventures so
those who do read this publication already know about some of
our exploits. We love driving our 356 and our travels have given
us the opportunity to meet people from all over the country
(and the world!) who are just thrilled to see us on the road. So
many people have stories about their folks owning a 356 and
taking the family out on trips. Many went camping and some
even with a canoe on the roof, a small trailer, the kids or even the
family dog in the back seat.
During our cross-country trip a couple of years ago we camped
in beautiful (must see) national parks. We were dwarfed
when parking next to the mammoth RV’s that also visit the
campgrounds. We discovered that many retirees go to the
parks right after school opens so that they miss the crowds with
families. We heard many stories and felt right at home.

Paris, Texas

And many have hotels/motels and private or state campgrounds
just outside the entrance to the national park. All that keeps us
busy but not so busy that we don’t enjoy this beautiful country
of ours and it really is spectacular.
Don’t get me wrong, I love camping but we do mix it up and stay
in hotels, too. Come on girls, even though most campgrounds
have hot showers and real toilets we still need that soft bed and
TV between the parks or for that quick stop over.
On one trip while going through Paris, Texas two boys from the
local high school raced to follow us (giving us a little concern)
until they caught up to us at that city’s very famous monument.
The boys just couldn’t let us drive through town without getting
an up-close look at the car. Surprisingly they asked some very
educated technical questions about the engine, etc. – hmmm,
future 356 owners?

Twin Rocks, Bluff, Utah

We understandably bring a cooler with food while camping
but just as important is the small cooler that is kept handy with
nourishment for the day. We do like to picnic along the way or
eat in the car.

Paul and I have made so many road trips together that we have
naturally gravitated to doing specific jobs. We plan the route
together so weeks even months ahead, out come the paper
maps. With help from Google Maps we plan our route to keep us
off of the big highways as much as possible and that requires a
lot of detail of the back roads and small towns.

I’ve titled this “Thoughts From the Passenger Seat” but I want to
encourage any and all who can to share in the driving of the 356
as it is an easy car to handle and is truly fun-fun-fun!
On the road again

Paul is responsible for keeping the car running, packing the car
and the majority of the driving. Mine is to pack the clothes (and
then cut it in half ), the responsibilities of an on-road navigator
(thank you again Google Maps), find and reserve last minute
hotels and restaurants and almost half of the driving. Important
note here – book the parks way ahead of the trip as they do fill up
especially if you plan to use one of their cabins or grand lodges.
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MA DAVIS and BE TAYLOR CLASSIC CAR INSURANCE
Enjoy & Protect Your Rides Policies written in all 50 states
Get the right insurance plan for your needs & peace-of-mind!

Contact Us at https://dtccins.com
Our services will not add to the cost of your insurance.
You will have an advocate to represent you if you ever
have a claim.
Let us help you select the perfect company and fit
for your needs.

We represent, in alphabetical order, multiple companies
to meet your specific needs.
• American Collector
• Heacock Classic Car Insurance
• American Modern
• J.C. Taylor
• Condon Skelly
• LeLand West
• Grundy
• SafeCo Insurance
• Hagerty
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2022 LA Lit and Toy Show
After this year’s very successful Gathering of the Faithful in mid
February, several of our 356 FOG members traveled the following
week to attend the LA Lit and Toy Show on 26 February, 2022. It
was held at the Los Angeles Airport Hilton on W. Century Blvd
right next to LAX. This annual event is sponsored by Stoddard
NLA, LLC. The event was cancelled in 2021 due to Covid, and LA
County was requiring the use of masks at this year’s event.

Article and photos by Dave Jerome
356 FOG Trustee Pete Bartelli
selling his wares

Over 300 vendors

However, the event was well attended, with many Early Bird
shoppers showing up at 0700 on Saturday morning looking
for that special part to complete their restoration, or that hardto-find 356A Speedster Drivers Manual. With over 320 tables
worth of vintage Porsche collectibles, literature, tools, and trim,
there was a high likelihood of finding just what you needed! In
addition, bus tours of the local southern CA Porsche shops in the
area are also part of LA Lit Meet week. The goal is to create an
enjoyable, relaxing way for folks unfamiliar with the hustle and
flow of Los Angeles traffic to see the Porsche shops in the area.
We had a fantastic time and hope to attend again in the future!

John Wilhoit’s shop in Long Beach
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News from the Redneck Riviera
Several Northwest Florida 356 FOG members, along with
fellow Porsche aficionados from PCA’s Northwest Florida
Region participated in the “Porsches and Princesses” Car Show
on Saturday, April 9, 2022 in Downtown DeFuniak Springs, FL.
The car show and character meet and greet was a fundraiser
for the Emerald Coast Children’s Advocacy Center, an agency
that provides child and family services in Okaloosa and Walton
Counties. Thirty-four Porsches from the 1960s to the present
gathered for the event, and raised $3000 for this worthwhile,
not-for-profit agency. Lunch at the locally-renowned Café NOLA
followed. Cloudless skies and warm weather made the drive
home even better!

Article and photos by Dave Jerome

Old and new at the train station

FOG and PCA members raised
$3000 for a great charity
Princes and princesses and Porsches

Tom Gabriel’s 1960 Roadster

Fans of all ages
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Werks Reunion in Amelia Island
Werks Reunion is a PCA event
to celebrate both the Porsche
brand and enthusiast. It’s not a
typical concours where every
speck of dirt and grease has to
be removed from your Porsche
but rather a judged show
that rewards a Porsche that
has been lovingly maintained
and presents itself well on the
field. Werks’ judges do not use
Porsche Parade Concours score sheets but rather rank the cars
according to certain attributes such as length of ownership and
the Porsche/Owner relationship story. 164 Porsches were on

Article by Steve Hoffman
Photos by Robin Hoffman

the “Judged” field and an additional almost 600 were displayed
in the model specific Corrals. Werks is a casual gathering of
Porsche enthusiasts focused on having fun rather than solely on
competition.

356 Corral
Steve Hoffman’s 1958
Speedster in the Judged Field

It was fun to walk around the beautiful golf course in Amelia
Island and see friends from the Florida Owner’s Group enjoying
the day. As usual, Mark Pribanic and his 1958 356A coupe were a
hit in the corral and I saw Mark helping a potential new member
with some issues he was having at the end of the show.
I believe I was the only FOG member to have a car in the judged
category and was surprised to get 2nd place with my 1958 Silver
Speedster. I was surprised because it is a fairly new restoration
and that is not really what Werks rewards, but apparently almost
all of the cars were fresh restorations with fairly new owners.
Plus, they loved the story about the car belonging to a former
Porsche race driver, our very own John Osteen! Thanks John!!
This year the 996-generation Porsche 911 was the highlighted
model of the event. Space Coast PCA member and National PCA
President Tom Gorsuch unveiled the PCA newly restored and
modified 996 Classic Club Coupe as Werks’ main attraction. The
Classic Club Coupe, restored by Porsche Classic with help from
Porsche Exclusive Manufaktur and input from PCA, PCNA, and
Porsche AG, was truly a sight to behold!
It’s always better
under a straw hat

Sunny skies and moderate temperatures made this an excellent
event. I hope I will see even more FOG members attend next
year!
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Wheels and Keels

Article and photos by David Kelly

Central Florida FOG members converged Saturday, April 23,
2022 at the 11th Annual “Wheels & Keels” Antique & Exotic Car
and Boat Show hosted by the Moorings Yacht & Country Club in
Vero Beach, FL. to participate in the highly competitive concours
event. It consisted of classes, ranging from “Full Classic” and
“Brass & Nickel Era Cars,” to multiple classes of “Original Cars”
from the 20’s through 90’s+, and several classes of “Original
Sports Cars” of every decade through the year 1995. There were
also classes for hot rods, muscle cars, race cars, low-production
specialty cars, exotics, motorcycles, and boats; totaling fourteen
classes for all categories. It made for quite an interesting display
as the vehicles were arranged on and around the greens of
the Moorings golf course, with the boats being viewed inwater at the adjacent Moorings Marina. The concours entrants
were treated to a prepared lunch on the patio and lawn of the
Moorings Club House, or they could purchase directly from
the on-site food truck. The event is open to the public so that
everyone had the opportunity to view the cars on display and
enjoy the beautiful venue.

Along the waterway...

The sole purpose of the annual event is to raise money for local
charities, many of which are focused on assisting the needs of
children within the community.
The local Space Coast Region of PCA members cars were
treated to a reserved parking area along the waterway on one
of the greens, which afforded a continuous line of Porsches of
all years viewed from just about any aspect on the concours
field including FOG member John O’Steen’s spectacular Ruby
Red 1958 Speedster. After the completion of the judging
process, traditional Blue Ribbons were placed on the windows
of those cars deemed best in their class, with a parade of the
winning vehicles across the red carpet and viewing area at the
Club House to receive their formal awards from the Concours
Chairman. In the “Original Sports Car” division, the class entries
spanned fifteen production years or more and various marques
competed directly against each other which made the potential
outcome even more interesting.

...Porsches from many years

The competition between Porsches in all of the classes was
very close, with the judges having the difficult job of having
to determine winners among several equally outstanding cars.
FOG member, Rollin (Robie) Weary, claimed the winning award
in the “Original Sports Cars 1961-1980” Class with his beautifully
restored 1964 Slate Grey/Green 356 C Coupe. It was a beautiful
day for all in attendance and the real winners were the local
charities.

John O’Steen being judged

Fernando Lopez
Owner

AUTHORIZED DEALER

1882 Porter Lake Dr. Unit 101, Sarasota, FL 34240
p.941.341.0669
www.buildwerks356.com
buildwerksfl@gmail.com

Robie Weary’s 1964 356SC
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FOGLight Editor
4626 James Road
Cocoa, FL 32926

The interior of Charles Weary’s 1965 356C at Wheels and Keels

Photographed by David Kelly

